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ABSTRACT

One or the techniques k vhch highly 1onzed plmemne enn be

generated in the laboraary mnkes um of strone, electrommgneticnlly

driven shock vaves propngsting into a col ens- Ir a mmgnetie fiele

already exists in the undsturbed region these ahocks *111 la generml

coalesce with the ionizing front. The process has certan feetures la

common with deetonmton vavos, and differs from prrevioumly anmlyzed hyro-

mngnetie shocks la thmt th electric field la the undsturbed region

need not vansh. If the initial mgnetie field has a longitudinal com-

panant the gaa must be permitted to acquire a toam arM velocity.

orcovrer, since uch «hocks are almost alwys I iw, the plamm

will usually also have a forward velocity. I oIsmS end tubes, these

fore, the front mast be fallowed by a rarefaetion wuve la vhich the

longitudinal flow is brrorght to rest egmn-

single- fluid kyrommgnetie problem, neglocting dissipation behind the

wave. Zero conuetivity is assumed for the region in front of the wave,

and thermoynale equilibrum le required behind. The problem is not
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determined unless m additional oonditiom le impomed.

that the rarefaetion wave rem Ine arte e had to the front. hi the limit

■M—fiela tiff remmins

—n d vith the lm«1 tad 1ml field. he this case the front wine

1ty, pie mm Penalty and lapewturi, and the elnetrie fields--as well aa

• as smpe funetions

or the initial zmgnetie field, the dl —haw eurrent, the iomzmticm emmerE,

emi the initial gms denaity. Its or purticular Internet te ante that

in title Undt the 1s forund to be very moest

of the front. It le alm panel hle te ve ionzne
vves, pre rl led that the mgnetie fiel la the umdisturbed region bas a

ew wt fl eel at la the Lonizing front-

In re tent yeers it has beoce ecuvenent to produne and heat highly

treat variety of shoak tubes haw been @oveloped, and ant miy may pjaeh

disomrses and rgi •Ion ergeriments fall into the aam entesory.

In the ennlyss of the tynmlee of the It le umunlly a

thm: the eurz ryins resion eun be regarded aa m L hle pietomn.

d

The assumption le strietly Justfled only if the eonuetvitr there le

essentimlly infinite and if no mmenetie field mt ate la the unisturbed

rgon. If a finite mgnetie field le precent abend of the disturbmnee

I
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however, la mvy enses or nterest eo— ef the eurrent will hmve to flow

la the shock fromt it—if. Thie la true even if the ocnductvity is

nfinite, and irz peetve of whether the pea is air—Hy eonuctns or

vhether 1t la 1—1a— by the mhock it—if.

on, and the

first current nterfaoe teoe not regrresemt an l ape—treble plot— st all.

Mozoover, if the initial mmgnetie field baa a ecmgonent parallel to the

ezist azuhere. The pd at—-like <1——11—ity, or rvng intrface, la

flow, a rarefaction vave» la vhich the awplied mgnetic field opr—da at

a finite velocity through the propelled pie—a. The floe puttern of pine— 

in a mbock tube enter the— conditicmns has zecently be— —lyf for the 

ense la vlah the gna ahead or the aboek la airenay htghly conductng.1

In tlxl* 9por — nveetiste thm penomenon for emses la vhich the —a

mhoad of tbe sbock la not yet 1—lesfl, 1-e vhere the —di—be region

has eo—nt tally zero comat—tivity and the 1— izmtion la as——t to take 

pla— la the front itself. We will a— the term hyerommgmete 1—1*1— 

front.

From the tbeory of enetynmmies it la wall tai asm that tbe a—t of a

plane mbock, ar the ratio la whch the enerer la distrbuted betveen

interanl eneray mnd mes —1—, la act —Mealy determined kg the com-

either the ahock mpeed or the flou velocity or the D a or the sms

behind the —net newt be apecified. The enargr drivne the shock and
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eelf (er by the piston). If, en the other Wnd, the chock is riven

velocity er the sas pressure behind the mhock e« he specifLed ee given

eonditions. Therefore some other criterion must be found to render the

likeise re lea and la the front 1teelf. In three ph either tan

flov conditionz sr the —gnet4.e field behn the shock, but not both.

any be considored as specified. The additional eonstraint needed to

a dna the hyrommgnetic shhock floe unqunly, in almost all enalynes

mte, baa been the requfrement that the eleetrie field must vensh la 

the freon of the metum ehead of the shock as well aa behind it. In other

in the shocke region- A very

types of ehnebe that mg exist maar theme eonditions baa bean elven by

Wear and Brleeaa.5

tivity, the electric field time •y be finite and armor be specified

a priori. We conclude that la the annlysee of hyromngnetie lentelng

fronts, just aa la the thorny of etommtiona, another eriteriem mast 

exist that deterznes the yhencmenon umiquely- We repsat: kyrengnet*c
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Ionising fronts Girfer frcm crinary hyromgnetic shocks not only be—u—

some enerEy must be invested in icnzation (and perheps @issociation of

molecules), but primarily because the electric field in the undiuturbe

melon eannot be dirsctly relsted to the chhock velocity and the magnetic

field. The Last stet—nt is equivalent to pointing out that the un-

ionised medfum chssd of the lcnlaix« front does not pert any propagation

of hydrcnMgnetlc signals. It is the— latter features, and not the energy
conversion in the Lonzetion process, which sake the phsnrw—non emlar

to gaseous detonations.

In this paper, he, we Unit our dissuasion to mgnetcally driven

ionising hocks under the eonditon that a mgnetic field exists in the

undisturbed region ahead. Moreover, we focus our attention on cewes

vhere the field is not parallel to the plane of the ionising front. It is

certainly possible to Gvise experimets in the leboretory in which a

hyyrommgnetic driver is lead to wove in a direction with a ccmpon-
eat parallel to a mmenetie field exieting ahead of at;* la none « 

the propagntion is emctly along the mongnettc field ahead of 1t.5
perimemts

We will

shov that woch an ionising wave any provide a unique and very useful way

of producing a mnenetned unform pies— if certain requirements are ful-

filled. In fact, this latter aspect has votiveted the present investigation.

TEE MOTEL

In the analysis we restrict ourselves to a simplified one dlnennicoal

model. The gerwwitry le best explained with the help of Fig. 1. The gas

is considered to be confined between two infinite sonductng plane e, both
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parallel to the xZ plane. The initial magnetic field is also parallel to 

the xx plane, the applied electre field is always parallel to the y axis.

and everythng is assumed to be independent of both the y and a coordinate a.

This means we are looking at piano wave motion and are choosing our x 

coordinate along the direction of propgation. It also implies that we 

ignore visecus drag at the flow boundaries, and any variation of the fluid 

propertloa, such aa the electrical conductivity, that might appeal* in the 

neighborhood of the surfaces.

The sas ahead of the wave is assumed to be at rest, in equilibrium.

and nonconducting. Furthermore, we assume that 1 nerd lately behind the 

shook the eas la again in thermoynamic equilibriuB, so that it obeys an 

equmtion of state and so that its relevant pkysical propart tea such as 

composition, electrical conductivity, ete. can be ccxaputod from equflb- 

rium considerations. This meane we are limiting ourselves to densities 

high enough to ensure sufficiently rapid equilibration rates. We need 

not make any aswptions ecnoerning the shock structure in this case, 

other than requiring that the shock thickness is finite and constant.

The exact mechaniam of ionisation is not under discussion here. The re

quirement of equflibrium behind the front implies that the current there 

is aero if tho flow is steady. This means that the electric field must 

be zero in the freme of the moving gms behind the front, even if ths gas 

had finite resistivity there. Thereore, the shock jump relations are 

always automatically independent of the transport properties, such as 
the conductivity.^

It is not fmmedintely obvious that a steady wave should always
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progngete in * shoek-tube experiment in which, for instance, the current

input is kept constant. Because ebooks are usually compressive, the front

must orinarily be folowed by an expansion wave with its nonsteay flow,

unless a suitable additional driving piston is provided. Bowever, it has 

been shown that in the limit of neglgble dissipation, 1.e., isentropic 

conditions in the expansion region, the flow there can be described as a
7"centered rarefaetien wave".’ This aceno that, in this aypraximation at

Least, the entire flow pattern sprends at a unform rate and draws con

stant total current, so that a steady shock can indeed be driven shown

of it. Accordingly, we treat the problem in two stops. First we discuss 

the shock relations under the essumptions of steady flow. Here we include

the effects of dissociation and icmization and point cut the conditions 

under which stea^ propogstion should be possible. Then we look at the 

expansion wave, aesuming negligible resistivity, viscosity, and thermnl 

conductivity. Finally we eombine the two regions to describe the entire

The model is depicted schematienlly in Fig. 2. The eitustion

and the analyses here are therefore very smilar to those treated Vy Eenp
and Petechek,1 she only differ being that the latter assume complete

dissociation and ionisation ahead of the wave, whereas we require negli-

gible electrical conductvity.

SEOCK EKLATIONIS

In accordance with Fig. 2, we distinguish quantities in the regions

and

tvely.

Ra ahead of and behind the shock by the subscripts 1 and 2, respec- 

Since we assune the shock to be steady, it is most convenient to

start out by describing the flow in a frees of reference in which the front
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is stationary (eee Fig. 3a). The basic equations are then independent of 

tine sna, in our one-dimensional problem, my be irnwrl lately integrated

to give the familiar gymmetric jump conditions connecting the quntities

in region R and Ra- it is easily shown that these relations do not de- 

pend explicitly on any of the irreversible processes occurring in the 

transition as Long es no energy is lost by radiation, i.e., they are true 

conservation laws. If we denote the velocities' in this fregna of reference 

by small letters v, - (u,, o, o) and v, = (u,» o, w,), where u and u, 

will be considerea negative as indicated in Fig. 3a, the conservation laws 

are:

for the mass.

P" - P2"2
for the x-momentuma.

(1)

u2 - P,u,2 + P, +HE, (2)

for the z-morentum.

- “ P2"a“2 “ ^r^rp

for the energy.

Pnh * Fe"z1 5 P2"a2 * 5s"±2"
Here we have expressed the total enthalpy per unit mess as

. r p.1.2.1h-eo*7*2u +2

■

(3)

(4)

(5)

Kquntion (4) is noct easily derived fran the ecmplete energy equation as 

given by Pai.8 We have retained the symbol E, for the electric field as 

measured in this frame of reference, however, because the quantities in 

region R1 are not directly related to Eg. It should also be noted that

i
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only in this freme do we have = Eea = Ba3 la any other freme moving 

along the z-direction, there will be a difference bertween E, and

Furthermore, we have exgesee the intern

nal emnergy per unit mass of the gas E two terms: e = eo • p/[(7-1)p]-

This means that we are assuming we can describe the plasma as a polytrcple

ideal gas with an additional "frozen-In" internal energy eo» as for in

stance stored in dissociation and Lenization. The reason for this twn

to VIM elee -atex o: m or eouree, both r end ®o
will be functions of p and p, depending on the composition to be determined

from equilibrium conaiderations.

In sditim, we need the field equations for 'the magnetc and electr?e

quantittea- These are

(6)

{Eq- (6) was already used in the derivation of (2), (3), and (4)] end

Ea ■ a(uzH,a - VaH,), (7)

which follows from the assumed conductivity and absence of cwent in

region Ra If region R were also conducting, we would obtain an edi- 

tional relation, i.e.

Es - (3)
■

It is instructive, and in fact algebracelly econcmcal, to express 

the set (1) to (?) In a coordinate gystem fixed in the undisturbed un

ionised gas, before ve discuss the consequences of ahandonine Eq. (8).

As ndsceted in PE- 30, we eceomglah this Hy bubstitutins U, = - U,

"a - -(U - Va), •a "V2,E,= «. and E2 = Es • u The shock
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relatics can then be written in the fozm

P,U = P2(U - Va), (9)

and

1

o,U 2 =R,-P,+5 (12, " #.),
-P1UMa - - M,1),

Pv(e, -e,+5v,2+$ w,2) + H (#2, - #.)
- P2‘a *

Ea - E, + #U(=,a - - u(vaF,a - VaF,)•

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Equntion (12) is the interesting one. It states that the work done

on a unit voliane of the unieturbed gas, ncluding the energy change in

the magnetic fiela, has to be grrovided by both a piston movne with the

sas velocity Va and the negative ivergence of the Poyntng vectaz in the 

tube. It is the divergence of the Ponting vector which, at least in

part, takes the place of the chemical energy released in a combzstion wave.

The piston, of which either Pa or V2 may be specified as the additional 

datum mentcned befbre, is necessary to ensure the essumed steady flow.

Ve shall show, however, that here, as in the case of detonation waves, 

the flow is only cBintalned uniform by such a piston if its speed equals
2 or exceeds a certain mnmm. If no such piston is provided or if the

piston is too slow, a region of nonsteady flow in the maner of a rere-

faction wuve apoears between it and the propngating shock front, and the

qenttiy PaVa in Eq. (12) is not determined by the physical piston but

by the dynamics of the expansion wave, 1.e., the energy is taken from the

U
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aandng gas itoelf.

The gyste of Eq. (9) to (u) must st be supplememted •y a set

of equations which etermine

1 Pa (1)

as a function of Pa and Pa- This requires mmertcel naans, and although 

for hydrogen it hea essentially been done already,^ in the analysis te-

cuseed here we shall nmpy consider both eo and 7, as given fixed 

quantities. The latter is, in fact, a valid approimation if tbs gas is 

hot enough to be practically fully dissociated and fully ionzed. In this 

case, we simply have Eo = ", + ea» the total energy of fonizatien and 

dissociation per unit now, and 7, • 5/3. Tor the apgrramation

is good if, for instance, D, is less than one atmosphere and the tenpsm 
ture exceeds 30 ooo"k, l.e., P,/A, 1s greater than 5 x 108 m?/ene2.9

If we act E, = 0, eo=O, and 7a = 71 tbs gystem of equations (9) 

through (1*) is identical with the one derived very elegantly EoEst foz 

ordinary nonrelativistie hyromegnetic shocks,10 the solutions of which

have been adequately studied.Since we have to abandon the

E = 0 for our 1onzing fronts it is obvious that the aet of alge 

equations (°) to (14) is insufficient to Getermne the solutions < 

ton

ic

cc-

pletely. Just as is done in the discussion of gaseous detonations we

can derive a relation between any two depandent variables, eliminatng

all the others with the help of the shock equations. This yields the

Locum of all poasible soZutions, thus effording us considereble insight

into the nature of the phenomenon.

O
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I the trustee irt of detonations, relations between P, and 1/A,» 

the so-called Eugoniots, are usunlly derived for purposes of discusnion

I our ewee it is more nstructive and convenient to find the relation-

ship between U, the chock velocity, and Va» the x ecmpoment of the flow

velocity behind the front.

and hence also

We use Kqs. (9) to (1) to exgress U, v,

E,, as functions of P,, P,,

and eo> as well GaofVa• Physically this man i that we are

specifying the conditions in the undisturbed gas and the current, but not

the electric field. If we el lari mate in Eq- (12) the quantities 2’
P2> Pa>Ha»andF with the help of Eqs. (9), (10), (11), (13), and (1), 

we obtain a relation of the fourth degree which is cubic in U and qun-

retie in Va• We could solve this for V, and study ths behavior of v,(v). 

Algebraical, ly, however, it turns out to be much more convenient to intro-

dnce a set of new dmensionless variables vhich simplfy the reseena

considerably, and penult a such maore direct inspection of the character

of the solutions.

Let us define the folloving new variables:

AH O

-

I -
_ P1“2• = ——.25

ua(AE)"
(15)

1
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P

u(am)2 (15)

^1*0

a • —
AB

B -
AH

We are not interested la the ens A • O becmuse this is the crenary

B can have aegr value la princyo. In

refers to
oxainary hyrcnenetie mhoeks,7 ve ehal call these ensos Magee* "itab-

the above subetitutons, the solution f tee on the forn I

(7, + 1)2 + (», - 1 - s ♦ 27,*)x ♦ (7, - 1)
(16)

2 ♦ 2(72 - 1>« ♦ 7a - 1 - P - 2n1(7a • 71)/(71 * 1)

Z - - a (17)

AH/P1 - X/(T - X) (IB)

"a - 3 - B/2 ♦ "

A.;1.9)z
♦ 1 •------------------------

(19)

uUH uUH Y
(20)
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Althoueh this form la stll rplieit ninoe X contains th* du peril serf vari-

I able u, mmr features of the solutons are easily d—twist re ted. When

«, and 7a - 71 are all bet equal to zero, these equmtione are age tn re
duced, of couree, to the com fnvemttemtea by Bia er and Erlanon.7 I

prticular, it la remmily showa that in much a onse X cnzmot he peemtve

Ir the entroxr is not uppoeee to dfrnah acroeo the chock. Also, it

1

is sorrily seer that under these eireimetancec X can only be zero if 0 • 0, 

and than we haw T - a, and 1, • m,, 1.e., the nonogessive an sailed 

mmmmetronl or Alfvn shock.

I
Bone of these nferenoes sea be rem iron Em. (16) to (20) IP E, 

is allowea to atrper from aero. This la the frut 1mpotmnt cmnclumton

We shall nov point oat ecme of the genarul fontures of Eq. (16),

vhich is plotted for various or* a la Pig. b. of oouroa we are only nter-

P ested in the region T < d ♦ 2(1 ♦ B)x so that E, pever venshes.

(a) equation (16) escribes hrperbalan in the x plnne. The asymp-

totes are:

and
X " K1 ♦ B - 7a) - (7a - 1)« ♦ m_(72 • 71)/(71- 1) (21a)

* • + 1)x ♦ 4(7, - 1)(1 •p-7,)- Hr/ - 1)e

♦ (7a - 1)71(71 ♦ 72)67, - 1)/(71 - 1) (21b)

1.e., tbmy to not dopand cn the par—at or a.

(b) When X la very laws capnred to a, B, 7, e, and I, w hew

Y * 2(7, ♦ 1)x. This is the ordinary gas &ynmmic strong mhock. We

Should say at this propertr becnune It la clear that the platan in Eq-

(12) is @oing pncticnlly all the work in this aaaa.

(a) The curves r(x) how win Isa. The Winton hnve an loot the

strght lines

L
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- (7a + 2)2 - 2(1 +B - 7a) ♦ 7a"

These are seen to he inhohoaAosrt of a and «. Tho that that the

Y(x) hmve minmm means tent for ench met of siven ecndittone P» P1» AR,

ete. the zesultine relation U(v,) hma • mint*—. 

reminimaent of the behmvtor of &stonntton wva.

1b, festur is

On* might, for isotones.

not be stretehed too far-

■Inf— propngnticn mpeed tbe flov velocit of tbe sms behnd the front

relntve to the front is aIwegs exactly eonie. that is, at that point

the zurefactiom vve follows the front immedimtely. Moreover, the entroxr

hehlat the front is • mi film— when ecmgmred to values of entrow on other

points alomg the U(va) eurve- Tbe mlmnii eonditiona aze genermlly not 

Hrillea for tho propngation speeds r, of cw kyromgnetically driven 

iamtzing fronta. Boever, la the spocin case e - -1,the mngnetie mrite-

off wave, no can ahov that the amnmlosy is elmost ecmpete. this is the

We merely heve to express the relative

velpeity Ha • - (U- Va) in toms of our new varhlemt

•*8, • T - X.
A (29

ubatituticn from B«s* (19) end (22) yiels for the relative gas wt

at tho minfi of U
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‘A - «- *22 - 7,, * 2(1 * P)(» - 1)u(az). (2b)

If dlsnipation can be neglocte, the propgstion spas ds c, al nag the x

direction for snail dsturbencen in the plasms in regton Ra are given by 
the rolation7» 11

c2 "2, 4, (25)2 2

Obvioualy for F,2 - O, wo have B - -1, and hence 

(«2 ’ *,*/4, ’ e2-

Ilk WIN, it ean be rendly shonm thmt the ebmng of entrow per unit

mass ds • 1/r de + pe(l/p)) taken alons the curve r(x) nt the point vhere

dY - O is given by 

CFa“2, - <1 + B)(,, - (26)

which again la aero for B - -1. Me shall therefore sail this point in 

this special —— the C-J (Hmy—n Jou^art) point, and the moe of opera

tion of the lonizne front at this point the C-J icnzins process.

This result is not too surprisng because here the an gnomic field 

has no transverse componont behind the front so that the gas flow in the 

x direction is purely mooustie. The entrow produced in a mitch-ofr

Ionising wave can be shown to be A mnxmus at the C-J point rather than 

a mnmm; It is therefore not elear whether the phennaa n rm is stable at 

this point.

In the theomj of mimple seems etonntion, as pointed out before.
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It is V— ally argund that the C-J process must occur whenever there is no

piston added that moves with a speed vg > (v,),» the gas flow velocity in 
the x direction corresponding to the c-J point.2 The ease can be demon

strated hero. It is easily verified that, in the ease of 0 • -1, we have
7,D, > A,(u - v,)& for v, > (v,),- mis meens that any rarefaction wave 

existing behind the shock will cateh up with and weeken the shock, reue-

Ing both U and Va either until the flow behind the front is uniform, or

until "a equals (Va)m• 

fore, the situation Va

whichever is reacbed first. In that case, there- 

< (v,), is never obtained. Besides, situations

with Va ,),» B--1 are believe to be unstable, because the involve 
supersonic flow no reel to the front on both sides of the shock. As a

result, we can um E- (22) for s - -1 to exgrress the additional comdi-

tion for the C-J process. Eence we can elmnste either Y or X from

Eq- (16) so that the yroblem af the vitoh-off vave is eompletely deter-

mined provided the C-J pocess itself is stable. In this norms st ion see, 
for instance, the recent observations by white.12

In order to extend the solution to the general case - • < B < ♦ Co, 

we shall postulste here that the relevant phrsical condition determining 

the node of operation aceorins to the erguments in the Muvous paragraph

is

U - (27)
This aeons region Ra In Fi6- 2 is ass—il! always to ba shrunk to aero 

length. Here a, is given by the snail set positive root of E- (2s),

b
It does, of course, seem poseible that the actual prropnention of
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ionising fronts is governed ty the ionisation rate ratter than ky the

magnetosonc conditions analysed here. In particular it any be argued

that E1 aust be sufficiently snail so that no electric breakdown occurs

in region in that cese, hovever, a steedy phenomenon can only result

if V, is equs1 to or swell er than given ky condition (27)# because other- 

wise the expen si on wave will overtake the front, causing a nonsteady or 

nonequiHbriun flow. Equation (27) can therefore be regarded as a

Halting condition on Va for steedy propagation. In experments where 

steady ionising switch-on fronts have actually been observea,5 one of 

the tvo electrodes (conducting plates) shown in Fig. I does not extend 

into region R> so that the electric field E, is, as it ware, eonveeted 

along with the speed U and attenuates with increaaing dt stance from the 

front. This asana the gas in region R is exposed to electric fields of 

the magntude of E, only for a short time and a finite ionisation 

rate is consistent with a steady propagation speed. Since a competely 

self-consistent calcalation of ionisation rates and tense of the struc

ture of the hydzomagnetic front is an exceedingly eomplex problem, we 

keep this discussion simple by assmins that condition (27) can be used

as a good approximation for all cases of interest.

Equation (27) can be conbined with Eq. (25) and rewritten with the

help of our new variables (15) to read

(T - X) [ a2 + (1 +8)2-Y+x - yn,(o? - T ♦ X). (23)

Because of Eq. (19)# and after scrao rearrangement, we final ly obtain 

our general subsidiary equation

i JU 1 Q
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* + x - r). (29)

The solution of the simulteneous equstions (16) and (29) 1s still elje-

braicelly cumbersome unless B = -1 or a - O.

Hrst we examine the case where a = O, i.e., - 0. It this case

the smallest root of Eq. (25) vanishes and Ca = O. This Tneena that 

P,-C, and T • X, i.e., we get a Lo-called "snowplow" solution and, 

of course, there is no expansion wave. In particular we find, neglecting

P1»

“ - V, - (2eo) (30)

P, - 2p,®o - } u(=,, ” E2.)

F2 - HFzaU

(51)

(3»)

(33)

These results differ frcm previous "snowplov" solutions, because in the

earlier treatments the energy equation was not used. We obtain the con

ventional form of the plane snowplow soluticmn if we eliminate eo between 

Eqs. (30) and (51) and arbitrarily set », - 0. In view of the predicted 

infinite density and the possible negative pressures, according to Eq.

(31), it is quite clear that our model is not any better than the earlier 

one. In fact, we must conclude that an ionising front will not be steady 

if or - O and Eq. (27) applies.

If Bq. (27) is abandoned, of course, steady solutions are possible.

Since there cannot be an expansion wave when a=O, the flow is similar 

to that driven by a conventional impenetrable piston. This situation
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han recently been studied in more detail by Lyubimov and Kulikov ak111315

who decided that they had to supply indorsation concerning the shock e
structure and dissipative effects in order to arrive at unique solutions.

It le intereating to note that the found conditions uder which current-

free, .e., ordinary gasynamnie ionising shocks should propagate ahead

of the current-carrying interface. "The question of stability was not yet 

considered, however. Clearly, the special ease of a - 0 and B = +1, l.e.,

H, = H,1 - O, gives no trouble if the conductivity is sufficiently high 

behind the front because in that case E, la certainly vanishingly own 11 

and the usual xoael of the idealised flow in a mngnetically driven shock 

tube should be valid. The expressions for the velocities, pressures.

and electric fiels in all these cases differ somevhat from those given 

in Eqs. (30) to (33), of course. We shall not discuss trese here, but 

rather limit the treatment to the range of values of a > Cer14 ^°r which 

the speed of the expansion wave la fast enough to rule out the possibility 

of purely gasdyneznc shocks even if the conductivity vers infinite. In
thie ense E. (27) can certainly be used an a limiting condition.

For pmplicity we examine the mportant case where

</»(!♦ s)2 (3)
so that we can use as a good approxmation

(35)

A plot of Bq. (35) is alee included in the example on Fig. 4. For B - -1, 

both Eqe. (29) and (55) are identical with Eq. (22), and then Kq. (35) 

is valid for sti a > O. Certainly for experiments in which »
and E, > E,a, Eq. (35) le adequate. We may, morecver, alves neglect
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I,, because we will certainly need Ia < 1 in ionising hydromagnetic 

vaves; m, was only carried in our equations for comgetenesa sake. The 

subacript of 7, may then also be dropped. If ve now use Eq- (35) to 

eliminate X from Eq- (16) we obtain the solution for the vave speed

y - (A + 22) - B (36)
where

A . (y2 - 1)2 + i By(1 ey + 7 - 1 - 0)

and

B - (y2 - 1)e + 2 y(y - 1 - ).
The terms centaining B in the expression are strictly justified only for 

2(1-d) « I, because of condit ion (>)•

for A >o E2,

u2 - (u/o),AE(»2
Peo- we find 

- 1 (37)

far B2 » A, on the other hand, we have

U- ukpR/o,(2eo)2. (38)

In Fig. 5 we show a plot of y ar a function ci! a for s - -1, y • 5/3, 

and a variety of values for €.

The other quntities of interest —- Va» P2» and Ep — are n6t 

eaally exprressea in terms of U, the vave spee, by using Es. (35),(18), 

(19)» and (20). Tn these, too, we shall ignore P everywhere and drop 

the subscript of 7,- From Eq. (35) we obtain immediately

1-2 (39)
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i

and, by nsng E. (16),

2 1+51-$ -1
(40)

Accoring to Eq- (19), », is given by

'J2
P2 - --------7 ♦ 1

B
1 - —

2Y
(41)

The aleo determines the temperature behind the front as

(a). P2 7
o, (y ♦ 1)*

' O\a 
1------ 

27/
(42)

Tlnally, the electric field in the region Ra is determined from E- (20) to

be I

E,= F H 2 . (1+p)v2
t ^(y ♦ 1) 1 + (43)

BPECFIC CONCLJSIOHS

We have shewn that many of the previously dreem eonclusons eoneern- 

ing hydromgnetie shock Jump properties cannot be carried ovenr to th

inportant case where E1 is allowed to differ frcm zero. Also we have 

shown that the magnetic viteh-off ionising wave is almost in eompete 

ennlogy with Chagman-Jowguet detonation theory.

From the set of relations (36) to (43) further aonclusions concern-

ing these hdromegnetic ionising fronts may de drawn immeiately. First

cf all, it is easily demonstrated, with the help of Eq- (16), that
a2 » Y » 1 If both aR>(1+ s)2 2and a » I are fulfilled. Equations 

(36) to (43) therefore show that under these cireustances v,, p,, P,,
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and Ea do not depend strongly on B- Aleo, we see that in this case the 

difference between ccnetttons (22) and (35) is negligible. In other

words, if the longitudinal magnetic field R, is much stronger than both 

R,, and H,3, Eqs. (36) through •+3) caa be expected to describe the 

phenomenon ravher well, even if the postulate (27) is not the correct

one. This is th third important coneluaion.

Purthermorre, eertain interesting features perteinng to the extreme

ease menticmed above are worth pointing out. Equation (4o) in this limit

states that P‘° ». rerm-* ineenett2ve to cbenee” Jr. the 1ndezenden 

variables, the value being surprisingly low. for exmple, for y « 5/3,

ve have P,/p, *1.6.

Substitution for u frem Bq. (36) in Eq- (43) shows that E, varies

only slowly with AH. In fact, for u

we have

E, - uz_(2e0)2

« P,“o E- (38) avplies, and

(44)

which is independent of the current and gas density. Equntion (4+) as 

well — Eq. (30) re e—bls the findings by ALFvn16 and Pahlaaon, 17

although the expert—f ts deseribed Vy them appexently did not involve

distinct fronte prroucng full nnzation, as assumed in our model.

quation (38), vhen combined with B- (11) cen aleo be written

w,2 - 2eo- (45)

Actually, when q- (38) appies, the temgereture Ta is often too low to 

Justify the original aesuzption of complete ionzation.

I Fig. 6, Eq. (43) -- for the case of B - +1 -- 1o plotted in a
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nonaamenaional form, L.e., exgessing the quantity z,/uk,(2e,1/2 as a

1/2. Thefunction of azu/(p,eo) 1/2' for various value* of

•olid curves are fair avprroximations -also for 841 Rrovided that

(1 - a)2 « c?. The preatetiona of Es. (36) through (43) may be son

5
pared vith the expert—ntal findings of Wilcox et al. in which B • *1.

Tneir geo-try is not one di—sic—1 but qylndricel, as nicated 

■cheemtically in Fig. 7. Zevertheless their obervatione agre fairly 

wall with some of the major conclusions arrived at here (alov umnfozm 
, 18 propagation speed of a distinct front, voltage regulations, etc.). More 

extensive comparison between theory and expermet is pl—d for the near 

future.

whereas the xgnetie "switch-om" wave 18 of particular interest to 

the expert—ztalist because of the simplicty in instrumentation, the

"svitch-off" wave is more ettractive from the analytical point of vice.

In addition to the close correspoodence to gaseous detomnation weves, in 

the sitch-orr anse, we note that both Es. (16) and (20) Inn aimpl-

fled. In particular, it is interesting to —e that, for 0 - -1, En.

(36) through (43) ere ezact, the only restrietion being or > O.

Finally, we Investigate under what conditions Va asm toe zero, 2e-, 

As pointed out before, Es. (16) through (20) do not restrict

X to values greater than zero if B is permitted to take on vulues less 

than zero. In our Model of a cioned input end of the tube, Va can never 

be negative. If conditions in the front call for v,<O, a prcompren- 

sion shock is set up, violating the assumgtion of gne at rest in region

if the pcompression shock is gtrong enough to onize the gns, the

front will change its character so that Va is Ereuter than zero- in



a very smilar menner, deflagrntions are changed into detonntiona la the

ense or closed gns-ccmbustion tubes- We eertainly mmy met X • O la both

Za. (16) and (29) and obtan two cimultaneous equmtione la Y, B, aad on

‘D 2(y - ♦ y - l - > (+6)

and

- (1 + *)% > 2(2x. ♦ »r)<a3 - r.)- (4T)

We use the symbol > to allov values of ea > U la Bq- (27) - If we eliminnte

To between Bqs. (—6) and (*7), ve rind the art n lawn eomditian for -P me a 

fanetion or a aad a that mmkes v,-O poseible. We ahaH not do thia 

tew, becnume it la lengthy and not partcularly instructve. Hovever,

we mny elso ank vhmt can be tho zaxximm a for vhich a witeh-orf vave.

B • -1, dome not yet brins about a coprresnion. Ths mene that, after

1mposing B ♦ 1 - O in Eqs. (+6) and (47), we solve for O- The result la

<74+ aq”-13 - (48)

Ba may, or course, express this relmtiom ne a confition for the minimzm

edmissible vnlue or R,1 ir H,- €o- P, and 7 ere all 61ven:

2,22(7 - 1)[42 " (v/u)oo] iy2. (49)

The propngmtion ayaa* of tbe front la then given directly by Bq. (*6).

The transverse velocity baaonaa ndependent of H,*

*2 - 2 * 71- *21- (50)

Th expession fox the pressure la nLply

(51)
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vhich inborn a a —quired minmm on H,1 to ennure a—qua— 2onizntion-

The electric fiels are

s - - M“2"x (52)
and

1-e,.
2 _

The situntion la particularly smple For uaR, » 70o- In thmt enne.

Eq. (49) —a—oa to

7 — 0.T (53)
far y - 5/3. Moreover, both V end the mpom

ent at current (the minus sign refers to the fact thmt, for P < O, E 1s

na—tl— IT R,. la positive):

a_(-1) „e7p "x (54)

_7_ 
(y - Up

1/2
(55)

Mhile

2 mu

(7 - 1)0
1 - (7 -1)0 (56)

We feel tht much a witch-orr icnizns vave wall be • very suit-

able —a or genermtng a uni Fara mmgnetzed plam- After th pla a—

is formed, the resulting treneverse motion is onsily arrested byy mhortins

out E, through a muirable resistor — that a simple Alfv— — —la—-

tion will take place vithout efoturbine the state of th It vould

be interesting to try to —a 11— ths situntion experimentally and —

*
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test the various conelusione arrived at la ths mnnlyss.

Bar Ka > 0, hewever, the front mumt be follov ty a rarefaction

d la the next

mection-

As ponted out befor, la the enmlyss of the nomsteny flow behind

the front, aa rtal l have to nemme pentropie motom. Otherviee the

Ths jraUn has been

la the mmn, ve ehall merely

m=rine the remlte. Xf we nomume plane motion, «a een el lai—to the 
-

time ant spmoe differentials la the bmmie equmtions of 5
19 *.

nmmies br the far—1 operutor eubetituton

9 *(**•) ’ (57)

As a remult, ve obtain the — —Hat " iton a* la equmtione" for the

y take the follovins form rresponing to

the tion lmm:

Mham

♦ edo - at* (58)

tum

(59)

- (80)

Enerey

Po ‘ - constemt. (81)
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Here ve hmve written for the spoed of orinary boumd:

42 - ZR de P
a (62)

The field equntions an:

(63)

(6)

E=u (65)

Some author* have used the tone “etmple eewpietnacsile vaves- for this ensu.

The fact that the subetitution (57) ineed eliminates both independent

variables from the equntions mplies that the dependent verimbles era all

constant for given "pbnses" X - e - (a ♦ v)t.

of the rarefaction wnve, all phneee coincide at.

to our particular ense

x-O for teO,

• 0 for all variables. Buch • pbenomenon is called

id eave. It menns that the coordinate of a constant eopftion.

e "phnse", is given by a “ (* ♦ v)t. Inspection of the ch er of hyero-

mngnstie verve above that the quantity e bare in the ense of a rare/netion

weve is elven by the ens T l set positive root of Bq. (25). to line with

our earlier tremtment, we ahall describe the wave in the laboratory frume

of reference.

The simultaneous solution of E0. (55) to (6) is atqpl1 anted only

because of the complex nature of the condition (25). The set 1s easily

refused to two simultaneous equations. to order to obtain explcit ■nears,

however» numerienl eeans have to be used eventually. This baa already 

been done rather completely by Kezrp and Petschek,- and therefore shall

not be repeated here. We shall only demonstrate the almost obvious fact

1 I
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that, for largo ratios H,/H,» the flow enn be approgimated ky the familiar
X

21acoustie solution, in vhch case an analyte treetment ie posible.

Theca solutions will be exact for the viteh-ofr cace, where • O.

Let us suppose that, in an actual experiment where such a wave is

prropngate, ths input current is given and constant in tins. According

to our ootol, tnt” determtnes Feut2one (58) to (6k) then indieste 

that at any point x movng with constant velocity x/t, H, is constant- 

Partcularly at a point moving tr—e fl lately behind the front, x • Ut, the 

transverse field is given •u Ha and also is constant la ties. Since ve 

already know the rlationmhip Yetveen U and H,a from our shock analysis, 

“ 1. oneter to petene ezet Ke 1. 6kven, •o thst v me eompute u, vB, 

w,, P,, Ap, ete. 1® order to apply th— as boundary conditions for the 

solution of Eqa: (58) to (6.). The only other condition we know is that

at x - O, either v-V,-Oorp-p,-O. (In our acoustic avproxrme-

tion, of course, — will nevnr find o - O.) Integration of our equations

then 1ll determine » P,» ete. This apyroach is a standard

technique for treating rare fact ion vaves.

Using Bq. (62) and dropping the sutecript 2 vhich only rafters to

regiom R,, we can vrite Bq. (25) in the fora

2 -xX
«

pc2
1-------- - (66)

9For tha slow wave root vhere vs L1mit ourselves to cases pc « 2

we my therefore also approximnte

c2 2 - 7/o (67)
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and a, - c2 - c(m,2/k,2» (68)

as long as we have T, « E, (a » l).

For Eq. (58), we obtain in that case the well-known acoustic eolu-

tion using Eq. (61) to eliminste p:

c - Ea + 2 (7 - 1)(v - Va)- (69)

If the expension wave is attached to the shock, as postulated in E.

(27), ve therefore find

c - U - | (r + 1)"2 + 2 (y - D”. (70)

For c^, where r •

C

V,,=O with E- (39), we have 

- J u(1 - By/2r). (71)

I other words, the tail of the expansion vave moves at roughly half the

speed of the trout. The density Pa, is obtained from Eqs. (27), (59), 

('ll), and (67) using E. (71): 

+1 2/(7-1)
P " P2 2y

, , ,(7+1)/(y-1) 
- 201 “2;4 (72)

where the value of P1 was substituted from Eq. (4o). For y - 5/3, this 

yields PL - 0.8

Therefore it appears that the expansion produced k a kyromngnetic

112 1. "5 "1" 1 "= 1. ch 1«. th "x "bo "1 *2

length of the generated plasna is uniform and without longitudinal notion.

Pressure and temperature in region R,, may also be iaraed lately com

puted from Es. (61) and (72). The results are
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/7 • 1
P, ” Pa- - - - - - - -

F\ 27

2y/(y-1)

27

(Er), - (w)2
7 ♦ l]g v2 
ayt) 17

7+1 (7+1)/(7-1)

2y
(73)

(7)

where the values of Pa and (RT), are substituted frcm Bq*. (41) and (42).

Finally, we vish to calculate H,a and E,, (or w,) in this avproxima- 

tion. Using Bq*. (58), (59)# (67), and (68), we find

2 - - H-p

so that we hmve

H, " ®«2 exp ,-P,)

- Fe2 - iv) • (75)1 +

Slallarly, we deduce from Bq*. (60) and (6+) the approximate solution

—w“a . 2

so that we have

E,- (76)

For large E,/H,i, the net impednnce of the shock tube, vhch we may

exgmress ae - x,,)-1, ie then essentally canputea fro Bq. (43), 

whore U must be evalumted fraa Bq. (36). That la, th* expansion wave doe*

not contribute appreciably to th* electrical behavior. Ths i fortunato.
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in retrospect, since Large current densities at finite conduct vty in

region R3 would certainly conflict violently with the assumption of isen

tropic flow there. Ve conclude that the major deviation from this

idenlized model will be emused ty the finite viseosty of the plasma.

which must definitely cause considerable dissipation. It is therefore 

esnential that the channel in which such a plan is generated is not too

narrow in the direction of the electric field.

This discussion my suffice to outline the principal features of

kyromegnetie 1onzng waves and of the plasa which can be generated

by them. It is felt that a mors precise analysis is not warranted at 

this point because of the drastic simplifying assumptons that had to 

be made at the outset. The main problems that still need to be invest

gated most urgently center on the Ionising mechanism itself, which is 

active in the propagating front and which controls the shock structure

and governs the approach to the equilibrum aasumed in thia pper.
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FIURE im—«

Fig. 1 1enlize experiment vith pLnne hyeromnenetie omizing weven-

Fig- 2 Noel for annlyeis of hromgnetic lanlalnc wves.

Fg- 3 Bchematie for shock conditions. Mote that Un ths eaumie

the current la is the “y direction ao thet the velocit “a 

la negntive (-z direction).

Fis. * not or r(x). Eq- (16), for various velums of W*la

ncludes plota ef Eqs. (21) an (35).

Fig- 5 Plot or r(a) for varioum valueu of « ant P.

F18- 6

Fg. 7 Plaem 9 tion ty mpens of • W tr wifb an

Lonzing front-

m
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